Year 6 Autumn Term 2
Is this sentence active or passive?

a

Grunting happily, the pig is playing in
the mud.

1

Can you think of a more formal
synonym to replace this past tense verb?
(Use a thesaurus if you need to!)

Tick the sub- prefix word that is a noun.

You shouldn’t approach the unfriendly cat

Mr Whoops has accidentally
jumbled up an
antonym of
‘careless’. Can
you help him to
unjumble it?

d

laughed		 			

			

Read the sentence below and underline
the two words that are modal verbs:

b

c

subtract

e

lufarec
					

submarine 
substandard

as it may scratch you.
Can you add brackets around the parenthesis in this sentence?

Henry VIII the most well-known of the Tudor kings famously
had six wives.

f

Year 6 Autumn Term 2 Answer Sheet
Is this sentence active or passive?

a

Grunting happily, the pig is playing in
the mud.

Can you think of a more formal
synonym to replace this past tense verb?

laughed

c

Mr Whoops has accidentally
jumbled up an
antonym of
‘careless’. Can
you help him to
unjumble it?

d

chuckled, sniggered, guffawed

Tick the sub- prefix word that is a noun.

You shouldn’t approach the unfriendly cat

b

(Use a thesaurus if you need to!)

active		

Read the sentence below and underline
the two words that are modal verbs:

1

subtract

e

lufarec
		careful		

submarine 
substandard

as it may scratch you.
Can you add brackets around the parenthesis in this sentence?

Henry VIII (the most well-known of the Tudor kings)
famously had six wives.

f

Year 6 Autumn Term 2
Is this sentence active or passive?

a

Grunting happily, the pig
is playing in the mud.

1

Can you think of more formal synonyms
to replace these past tense verbs?

b

(Use a thesaurus if you need to!)

Mr Whoops has accidentally
jumbled up two
antonyms of
‘careless’. Can
you help him to
unjumble them?

d

laughed		 			

			
Underline the object of the sentence.

fell			

Look at the sentence below and add two
modal verbs:

c

You 				 approach the

			

Can you think of a verbs that starts
with the prefix sub-?

utaciosu

e

					

lufarec
					

						

unfriendly cat as it 				
scratch you.

Can you add appropriate punctuation around the parenthesis
in this sentence?

Henry VIII the most well-known of the Tudor kings famously
had six wives.

f

Year 6 Autumn Term 2 Answer Sheet
Is this sentence active or passive?

a

Grunting happily, the pig
is playing in the mud.

Can you think of more formal synonyms
to replace these past tense verbs?

1

b

Accept more formal synonyms, e.g.

active		

laughed

chuckled, sniggered, guffawed

fell

plummeted, tumbled, toppled

Mr Whoops has accidentally
jumbled up two
antonyms of
‘careless’. Can
you help him to
unjumble them?

d

Underline the object of the sentence.

utaciosu
		cautious		

Look at the sentence below and add two
modal verbs:

c

Can you think of a verbs that starts
with the prefix sub-?

e

Accept any two verbs that start with a sub

You 				 approach the

prefix, e.g. submerge, subtract, submit, etc.

lufarec
		careful		

unfriendly cat as it 				
scratch you.

Accept two modal verbs
that make sense in the sentence, i.e.
shouldn’t and may/might/could

Can you add appropriate punctuation around the parenthesis
in this sentence?
Accept brackets, dashes or commas around an aside of extra
information, e.g. Henry VIII (the most well-known of the
Tudor kings) famously had six wives.

f

Year 6 Autumn Term 2
Write an active sentence about this pig.
Underline the object of the
sentence.

a

1

Can you think of more formal synonyms
to replace these past tense verbs?

b

(Use a thesaurus if you need to!)

				

laughed		 			

				
						

fell			

			

annoyed		

			

						
Look at the sentence below and add two
modal verbs:

c

You 			
approach the unfriendly
cat as it 			 scratch you.
Now write your own
sentence that contains a
different modal verb and
underline it.
							
							
							

Can you think of two verbs that starts
with the prefix sub-?

Mr Whoops has accidentally
jumbled up two
antonyms of
‘careless’. All the
letters from the
two words are
muddled together.
Can you help him
to unjumble them?

e

d

utrciosulufaaec

						

					

						

					

Rewrite this sentence about Henry VIII with added parenthesis, which must be
accurately punctuated.
Henry VIII famously had six wives.
											
											
											

f

Year 6 Autumn Term 2 Answer Sheet
Write an active sentence about this pig.
Underline the object of the
sentence.

a

b

Accept more formal synonyms, e.g.

Accept any active sentence
with an underlined object,
e.g. Grunting happily, the pig is playing in
the mud.						
Look at the sentence below and add two
modal verbs:

Can you think of more formal synonyms
to replace these past tense verbs?

1

c

Accept two modal verbs that make sense in the
sentence, i.e. shouldn’t and may/might/could.

Now write your own
sentence that contains a
different modal verb and
underline it.

laughed

chuckled, sniggered, guffawed

fell

plummeted, tumbled, toppled

annoyed

perturbed, disturbed, pestered

Can you think of two verbs that starts
with the prefix sub-?

Mr Whoops has accidentally
jumbled up two
antonyms of
‘careless’. All the
letters from the
two words are
muddled together.
Can you help him
to unjumble them?

e

Accept any two verbs that start with a sub
prefix, e.g. submerge, subtract, submit, etc.

utrciosulufaaec
cautious			
careful			

Rewrite this sentence about Henry VIII with added parenthesis, which must be
accurately punctuated.
Henry VIII famously had six wives.

Accept any sensible sentence that contains an
underlined modal verb, i.e. can, could, may,
might, shall, should, will, would and must.

d

Accept brackets, dashes or commas around an aside of extra
information, e.g. Henry VIII (the most well-known of the Tudor kings)
famously had six wives.							

f

